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khashoggi, a saudi dissident, has not been seen since entering the saudi consulate in istanbul more than a month ago. the u.s. state department confirmed it received the turkish government’s notice from the turkish investigators, including the istanbul chief prosecutor’s office. the notice will be discussed at a meeting with the central investigation unit of the saudi commission for the world’s attorney general in riyadh on friday. “the united states respects the sovereignty of the kingdom of saudi arabia, but we have also consistently urged a thorough, transparent, and timely investigation and accountability for all those responsible for any unlawful acts,” said state department spokesman
robert palladino. the saudis have said their government has been cooperating with the investigation, which has not yielded any arrests. palladino said the payments, based on the work of a u. law firm, were a priority to avoid any “further traumatizing.” “we want to avoid any further traumatizing to family members and others,” he said. the world bulletin news agency in istanbul reported that the saudi prosecutor’s office had in his notice to the u. said that the families of those killed in the consulate attack would be paid $2 million, with another $8 million for those who died afterwards of their injuries. in addition, the families of the consulate’s 11 employees who were killed in the attack would

receive $10,000 each. the families of the deceased journalist and the consulate’s other employees would be paid $130,000, reported the news agency. state department’s move to pay the saudis’ families is the latest development in a complicated case that has sparked global outrage. earlier this week, the white house said the u. would provide $100 million of military assistance to saudi arabia to help it confront iran-aligned groups in the region. on wednesday, saudi arabia’s public prosecutor, saud al-mojeb, said that prosecutors had identified suspects in the case, but that the crime would fall under a strict counterterrorism law because khashoggi was slain in a premeditated murder.
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